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! Correct lunging and riding is an  art which requires skill.  Applying these skills to 
train  a horse is even more complicated.  When asked to do a clinic, Kristin Hermann 
decided that rather than do another riding clinic if riders could develop  good lunging skills 
and learn about what is required for a good basic  riding position, then their dressage 
could become that much easier.  The  hardest part of dressage is getting the horse to be 
on the aids, thus  lunging in side-reins can help to develop  the horseʼs correct top-line 
and having the correct riding position   enables the rider to put the horse on the aids to 
keep it “on the bit.” 
! Too often equestrians think of lunging as 
a means to get extra energy out of the horse 
and not as a training tool.  Lunging is a 
training tool that can help  to develop 
relaxation, rhythm, and  the horseʼs top-line 
to be round. These are  the first three 
requirements on the United States Dressage 
Federationʼs  (USDF) Training Scale of 
Training that can be developed under saddle 
and   while  lunging. Lunging, however,  is  
not just running a horse in a circle. Lunging 
to train the horse requires skill and finesse, 
as does riding. The ability to coordinate a 
twenty foot line  with a horse on the end and 
coordinate  walking in a small circle is quite a 
feat!  Kristin believes that being able to lunge 
a horse will help all riders develop  better  aid 
coordination, which is required for riding.  
She recommends lunging horses that do  
not challenge the lunger to develop the 
required  skills,  such as a horse that will not 
turn in  and face  the lunger if she  gets in 
front of its withers. If a rider practices 
developing good lunging skills on a horse 
that knows how to lunge and does not act 
up, it will help  to train his or her lunging 
skills. Only start using training aids when 
you can lunge comfortably  without fearing 
the horse  or making the horse nervous.  In 
other words, be comfortable lunging a horse 
before you attempt to  to lunge a horse with 
the purpose of training. !

The lunger stands in line with the saddle 
and asks the horse to move away from the 

whip or legs. Here is a photo of Kristin 
lunging in the late seventies while horsing 

around in Germany.  She has the whip 
behind the horse,  pointing toward the 

hocks, asking the horse to move forward.  
The lunge line is attached over the poll, 
encouraging the horse to stretch down. 

The lunge line needs to be butterflied into 
her hand  to be more organized and safe.
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! Lunging is similar to riding in that the lunge whip is the legs asking the horse to go 
forward, and the reins are the lunge line   only about twenty five feet long.  The lunge line 
is held the same as the reins with a ninety degree bend in the elbow.  This enables the  
elbow  to be elastic going forward and back if necessary.  If a rider does not know how to 
lunge, it is recommended they get some lessons and practice on trained horses. 
! During this clinic, Kristin handed out an article entitled “The qualities of a Good 
Lunging Horse,” that she wrote in 1992 and was  published in  the USDF Bulletin Vol XIX, 
now called USDF Connection.  Here is a link to 
that article: http://blythdale.tripod.com/
coventryequestriancenter/id26.htmls  Using 
this article as an outline for the demonstration 
auditors learned  what to look for at the  walk 
and trot. Kristin said leaving the canter alone 
was a good idea until the lunger has mastered 
their skills at the walk and trot. While lunging a 
horse, participants observed whether  a horse 
was tracking up, under tracking,  and/or over 
tracking.  They  also learned why a horse  
should track up and us the back.  Then   each 
participant came out and gave lunging a try 
while Kristin assisted them to hold the line, use 
the whip forward and back as opposed to up 
and down, and to move the whip   behind them 
if the horse got nervous at any point.  She 
showed them how to use the lunge line to 
spiral a horse in and out  on the circle, teach 
downward transitions while  incorporating the 
voice and body  language without having  to 
pull on the horseʼs mouth.  “The mouth is 
sacred,” stated Kristin “you want your horse to 
accept the bit and be soft in the jaw; never 
punish its mouth by tugging.”  She 
recommended only using training tools such 
as side-reins, the Chambon, and/or sliding 
side-reins after only being able to proficiently 
lunge  and keep  the horse relaxed and 
rhythmic on the lunge.  
! Learning how to use these training aids, 
was an important part of the clinic.  Lunging  
your horse in side-reins or sliding side reins will 
accelerate the development of the horse's top-
line for dressage. Each training tool has a 
different use and is used individually for 
whatever a particular horse may need.  For 
instance, if your horse has no top-line all tools 
will help, however, sliding side reins and the 

Illustration of the Chambon and how it 
works to lower the horse’s head and 

neck resulting in the back coming up.  
A book has been written about the 
Chambon called Understanding the 

Chambon....it has lots of photos about  
the top-line. A good saying would be 

“no top-line no dressage.”
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chambonʼs  main purpose is to train  the top-line to stretch. Side-reins,  the most popular 
training tool, if used properly, will develop the top-line (longitudinal balance) plus lateral 
balance (keeping the horse straight side to side) and train the horse to give at the poll, 
soften at the jaw, and accept being on the bit. Side-reins are the preferable and most 
common  training aid used  to train the horse. However, each training aid  has a purpose 
and  knowing how each training aid is used to develop the horse is a valuable learning 
experience for all equestrians to learn.
! During the clinic, it was explained why the top-line of the horse is  important.  Some 
horses come with good top-lines such as most warmbloods, but maybe an owner  has an 
off the track thoroughbred where the top  line may need developed.   The top-line is the 
back muscles that connect the horse from back to front to lift and carry the rider.  As it was 
pointed out by Kristin, first we train the horse to stretch  down and round in order to 
develop  the top-line and locomotion muscles to carry the rider  (Training Level) and then 
we train the horse to step  under and up using exercises like lateral work. ( First Level on 
up.)
! Using side-reins or the chambon should never be attempted by a novice who is not 
comfortable with lunging 
a horse.  Placing side-
reins on the horse can 
be a touchy situation 
and one must be sure 
not to over face the 
horse.  That means 
p lac ing any o f the 
training tools on too tight 
too fast.  Horses do not 
particularly like being 
boxed in , they get 
claustrophobic quickly. 
So  gradually  allowing 
them to accept the 
p r e s s u r e o f t h e s e 
training aids is highly 
recommended.  If there 
is any doubt about 
lunging, ask your trainer, 
Kristin cautioned.
! The illustration 
above  of the lunging 
horse  shows how lunging in side-reins keeps the horseʼs shoulders in alignment with the 
haunches.  This, of course, helps to train the horseʼs lateral  and longitudinal balance. 
Learning to use side reins for lunging will assist all  aspiring dressage rider' that  have a 
problem keeping his or her  horse straight or controlling the horseʼs shoulders?   To help 
train balance in the horse, Kristin recommended lunging the horse after you acquired the 
skill, in side-reins at least twice a week, or as a warm up  prior to riding. "If a rider  lunges 
the horse at least seven minutes in side-reins, in each direction prior to mounting, I 

Horse to right is straight with side-reins, middle horse is 
‘popping its shoulder and not straight,’  the horse on left is 

counter bent on the lunge line. 



suspect she will have an easier time getting the horse on the aids and giving to the bit. 
The side-reins train the horse,   now it is up to the rider  to learn how to apply her three 
natural aids to keep the horse  soft at the poll and straight back to front,” stated 
Kristin.!
! Part two of the clinic was on the Three Natural Aids, how they are positioned on the 
horse and how they work to influence the ring of muscles of the horse.  Several of the 
participants mounted, and Kristin worked to position their aids - legs, seat and hands.  
Handouts were provided illustrating a good position, and she shared another article she 
wrote that was also published in the USDF Bulletin in the eighties “Fundamentals of 
Basic Position.” Here is the link: http://blythdale.tripod.com/coventryequestriancenter/
id18.html.
! The basics of riding position have not changed over the years and are the same 
whether  riding hunt seat, dressage, or western.  Alignment of the ear, shoulder, hip  and 
ankle  keep  the rider in balance with the horse enabling the rider to go with the horse and 
not ride behind the action. (See printout above.)  She explained the ʻneutral pelvisʼ and 
illustrated that only  if your pelvis or seat is correctly positioned with the rider on the sitting 
bones and not the tailbone (which causes the back to round) will the riderʼs limbs (arms 
and legs) be positioned correctly.  All these  basic  position  faults and corrections were 
illustrated.
! Kristin explained that if a rider can maintain jumping position without using the  
hands on the horseʼs neck  for balance then  the rider will  have a good balance and be 
able to use the reins independent of the body. Also, practicing jumping position with no 
hands helps to develop  good shock absorption in the hip, knees and ankles for going 
with the movement of the horse.  The joints of the rider are supposed to work like hinges, 
and not grip. Gripping with the legs  inhibits the rider from flowing with the horse.  The 
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rider should be relaxed enough to feel the horseʼs rhythm, go with its movement but not  
sit like an unstructured sack of potatoes.  The rider  has to be able to feel  and listen to 
the horse as well as aid or signal the horse in timing with the horseʼs rhythm.  Kristin also  
taught the riders  how to use their rein aids with  clarity using something as simple as an 
ʻopening rein.ʼ  Riding with clarity  and not muddling  the aids with unclear signals  is a gift 
to the horse and makes for a harmonious communication between horse and rider.
! Mastering all of this  certainly cannot be accomplished in one clinic.  A  rider with a 
good basic position  will  talk to and signal the horse clearly.   “It is like learning how to 
play a musical instrument,” Kristin explained. “At first a rider needs to learn the scale of 
the notes or  where to put the  aids then as she learns  how to use them to play the 
horse, at first being out of tune, she  will eventually, with perfect practice,  be playing the 
instrument, the horse, in  tune and harmony!”
! Lunging is a vital part of the rider and horseʼs education and training. Knowing how 
to lunge and use training tools will accelerate the sometimes frustrating  journey of 
training of the horse.  Being able to better acquire the Fundamentals of Basic Riding  
Position and understanding how the aids  work to influence the horse and where and how 
they should be positioned is helpful for all aspiring riders. Lunging and riding correctly will  
benefit the  training of  all horses and riders. 
! To schedule a  similar clinic at your barn, contact Kristin from her web  site 
www.CoventryEquestrianCenter.com.  Kristin has been training horses and riders for over 
thirty years and teaching still remains a passion.  This year she ranked 203 out of 
thousands of  USDF professional and amateur dressage riders in the United States.  As 
an AARP member, who has not shown in 23 years, Kristin is very proud of her 2012 
accomplishments with her Spanish  Norman horse, Bracchus.  Also, in 2012 Brach and 
Kristin were the USDF ALL Breed winners for the Spanish Norman Registry.  In 1989, 23 
years ago,  Kristin was USDF Region 1 Champion at Training Level.
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